
Salina Class Descriptions
Cycle & Shred 60 - Cycle and Shred provides you with the timesaving cardio that you come to the gym for, plus intermittent segments using 
weights or bands that provide the strength work needed for strong bones and muscle gains. Why not knock out both cardio and strength in an hour 
and do it with folks of similar mindset? If you’re looking to compliment your cycle or strength routine, come get shredded with us.

Cycle 30 - Welcome to Cycle at Genesis Health Clubs. This 30-minute class was created to challenge anyone from the outdoor rider, the studio 
cycling enthusiast, the beginner, and everyone in between. The Cycle fitness approach uses both rhythmic and athletic drills of various duration 
and intensity for an excellent workout. Expect to raise your heart rate, burn alot of calories, tone and challenge the lower body, and build 
endurance. Our skilled and experienced cycling instructors will guide you through a calculated workout designed to deliver a great workout that is 
tons of fun. With full control of your speed and resistance, we have no doubt you will keep coming back as your comfort level builds and your 
fitness level improves. First-time cycling participants are encouraged to arrive 10 minutes early for bike fitting and familiarization. Cycle 30 class 
times, details, and locations are listed below. You can experience Cycle 30 and other Genesis fitness classes for free today with your membership 
or a free day trial pass. Perfect for experienced cyclers, new beginners, and everyone in between, visit your local Genesis Health Clubs location to 
try Cycle today!

GENESIS 6S Strength 30 - This format is designed to aid in your muscle building efforts. If you don’t believe that serious resistance training will 
change you… think again. We’ll teach you how to lift weights right so you can take what you learn into the weight room. There’s no cardio in this 
class. There are no crunches… just heavy dumbbells (or kettlebells) and you. This is low reps hitting a mixture of muscle groups. Will your heart 
rate go up? Darn right it will. Take a risk. Dig deeper. Work harder. Get stronger. Create Success!

GENESIS Simply Stretch 30 - Flexibility is one of the key components of well-being. Participating in Simply Stretch will increase your range of 
motion, decrease muscle soreness, reduce joint pain, and contribute to more mobility.Regardless of where you are in your fitness journey, this class 
is recommended to everyone.

Group Active® - Group Active® is an innovative one-hour workout that improves cardiovascular fitness, builds total-body strength, and enhances 
movement health for daily life. Inspiring music and supportive coaching will ensure you succeed with simple, athletic exercises that use dumbbells, 
body weight, and The STEP®. ACTIVATE YOUR LIFE! Group Active® and other group fitness classes are included in your Genesis 
membership. Getting Started

Group Blast® - Group Blast® is 60 minutes of cardio training that uses The STEP® in highly effective, athletic ways. It will get your heart 
pounding and sweat pouring as you improve your fitness, agility, coordination, and strength with exciting music and group energy. HAVE A 
BLAST! Group Blast® and other group fitness classes are included in your Genesis membership. Getting Started

Group Centergy® - Group Centergy® will grow you longer and stronger with an invigorating 60-minute mind-body workout. It incorporates 
yoga and Pilates fundamentals with athletic training for balance, mobility, flexibility, and the core. Emotive music drives the experience as you 
breathe and sweat through this full-body fitness journey. REDEFINE YOUR SELF. Group Centergy® and other group fitness classes are included 
in your Genesis membership. Getting Started

Group Core® - Group Core® gives you three-dimensional strength training in 30 action-packed minutes! A stronger core improves athletic 
performance, enhances movement health, and helps prevent back pain. Expert coaching and motivating music will push you through integrated 
exercises that use your body weight and weight plates. HARD CORE! Group Core® and other group fitness classes are included in your Genesis 
membership.

Group Fight® - Group Fight® is a gripping hour that burns a ton of calories and builds total-body strength. Tap into the hottest mixed martial arts 
movements done at a rapid-fire pace to smash your cardio fitness! From the boxing ring to the fighting cage, Group Fight combines cutting-edge 
moves with thrilling music. This electric experience is addictive! FIGHT FOR IT! Group Fight® and other group fitness classes are included in 
your Genesis membership. Getting Started

Group Power® - Group Power® maximizes your workout results with one hour of cutting-edge strength training! Get muscle strong and 
movement strong when you combine traditional strength training with functional exercises and the revolutionary science of Loaded Movement 
Training, using an adjustable barbell, body weight, and heart-pounding music. POWER UP! Group Power® and other group fitness classes are 
included in your Genesis membership. Getting Started

Group Ride® - Group Ride® is a huge calorie burner that builds great-looking legs! It’s a 60-minute cycling experience brought indoors. Roll 
over hills, chase the pack, spin the flats, climb mountains, and sprint to the finish! Feel the thrill of energetic music and group dynamics as you get 
all the benefits of authentic interval training. RIDE ON! Group Ride® and other group fitness classes are included in your Genesis membership. 
Getting Started
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